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William Kemp
Business Manager

This past Friday, March 26th, students, parents, and faculty all gathered around Hulman Hall to celebrate the students’ 38th Annual Engineers in Concert event. It featured the Rose-Hulman Chorus, Johnson with a vocal and guitar duet, the RHIT Swing Dance Company, Kramer and Jonathan Myers said, “It was much fun being able to go on stage as freshmen, telling a story of a young girl wanting to...”

Dulal Bima
Entertainment Editor

It is calm a Saturday evening and you are sitting in the Union Hulman watching the track team’s red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.

Emilie Hobbs Track Dedication

Jared Gilloon
News Editor

It is a calm Saturday evening and you are sitting in the Union Hulman watching the track team’s red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.

Photo by my.rose.hulman.edu

The potential to be incredibly diverse, you never know who is going to decide to cook what! said Kyle Washburn, a GA at Rose. It is an activity where you can experience your friends, your boss, or even your RA cook their favorite dish and share it with the four FREE! a perfect opportunity of refreshment.Half-hour food dinner, so make sure you bring your friends to try delicious food, enjoy the live music, win raffle prices, and much more!

Nerds that Cook!
For the Students, By the Students

The great thing about nerds that Cook is modeled after men who cook. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.

Look! Free Food!

The Rose Thor!
Meet Tuesdays
0259 5:15pm
Engineer in Concert

Margolis Healey Security Assessment

Dara Naffa
World News Editor

President James Carroll released a statement earlier this month informing the campus that the Margolis Healey security consulting firm would be conducting a three-day campus safety assessment. The response has been negative from many in the Rose student body, who are concerned about their safety and privacy.

This past Wednesday, M.H. held a forum to summarize their results and gather feedback from the students. The forum was well attended, with many students expressing their concerns and suggestions for improvement. The discussion was open and honest, and the students were encouraged to ask questions and share their opinions.

It is a calm Saturday evening and you are sitting in the Union Hulman watching the track team’s red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.

As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.

Springtime is here and love is in the air. You start to smell different foods, maybe a little bit of Indian food, maybe something sweet, maybe chili, and plenty of other aromas.

As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles. As recounted by her mother, Emilie was red windbreakers, carrying duffle bags and water bottles.
Events of the Week

Mon, March 19
- Dr. Jay: Changing STEM Education: 4:30-5:30
- Intro to Shop Practices - BIC: 4:30 - 6:30
- BIC Welding 2 - BIC: 5:30 - 7:30

Tue, March 20
- Mindfulness Meditation-HMU262: 11:45-12:35
- HR Director Candidate - GM Room: 3:30-4:15
- Intro to Shop Practices - BIC: 4:30 - 6:30
- Dance Theatre of Harlem - Hatfield: 7:30-9:30

Wed, March 21
- Building Better Teams Library L307: 9:55-10:45
- BIC Welding 3 - BIC: 5:30 - 7:30

Thur, March 22
- Benefits/Wellness Fair - SRC: 10:00 - 2:00
- Mindfulness Meditation-HMU262: 11:45-12:35
- Tea with Anne - O103: 1:35 - 2:15
- Eng Social and Career Success - HMU260: 3:25-5:00
- Ricer City Art Association Reception - Moenkh

Fri, March 23
- Indiana College Mathematics Competition — Valparaiso University: All Day

Sat, March 24
- Washington U. Track Invitational - Away: 12-2
- Mount St. Joseph Golf Invitational - Home: 10-12
- Rose v. MacMurray Softball - Away: 2-4
- Rose v. IL Tech, Men's Tennis - Home: 4-6
- Rose v. MacMurray Softball - Away: 4-6

Advertise with the Rose Thorn
Contact: Thorn-Bi@rose-hulman.edu
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Comic Editor Wanted!

My style is... but I don’t know how to express it.

THE ROSE THORN

ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 5500 Wabash Ave, CM 5107, Terre Haute, IN 47803-3920 • Thorn@Rose-Hulman.edu

Comic Editor Wanted!

THE ROSE THORN

Issues of The Rose Thorn are published on the second through ninth Mondays of each academic quarter

Weekly meetings occur at 5:15 p.m. on the first through ninth Tuesdays of each academic quarter. All members of the Rose-Hulman community are welcome to attend.

Submission of articles, photographs, art, and letters to the editor is encouraged. Submission may be made by email to thornto@rose-hulman.edu or in person to Percopo Room 031. The submission deadline is 5:00 p.m. Friday.

The right to accept submissions or changes made after the deadline, to edit submissions in so far as the original intent of the submission remains unaltered, and to reject submissions deemed inappropriate for print are reserved by the editors.

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 600 words in length and must contain the writer's (electronic) signature.

The views expressed herein are those of their respective authors and with the exception of the Staff View do not necessarily represent the views of the staff or the Rose-Hulman community.
advocates as it suggests that the accumulated large amounts of agencies. This proposal quickly Justice and local law enforcement efforts from the Department of training will be a combination of personnel on a voluntary basis. This proposal involves working along-

mass shootings. Florida shooting, the Trump addition to the gun control debate. This shooting was one of the deadliest school shootings in U.S. history. McDonald local authorities at a nearby school when a former student and blended in with the fleeing students. He was soon arrested by and it takes an incredible amount of the mass shootings. This proposal was likely the lack of analysis done on what the bridge’s structure would look like throughout the construc-

process. Shaped like a modified I-Beam, the bridge was ultimately meant to have a series of cables holding it up that were not yet installed. As concrete is a material that holds up beautifully under compression but fails under tension, the bridge had more material on the underside than the top to help counteract these effects. It was also pre-tensioned, meaning previously tensioned steel cables were run-

through the bottom, adding compressive forces. Unfortunately, these facts alone were not enough to keep the bridge together. As this load case should have been thoroughly analyzed by the engineers who designed it, short-
comings in the manufacturing process or the selection of materials might also have been at play in this tragedy. The underside may have been improperly pre-
tensioned, or the concrete may not have cured properly and mistakenly passed inspection. As the bridge was not manufactured at the in-
stallation site, it may also have been damaged in transit. Regardless of what occurred, the collapse is a huge blow to FIU's Accelerated Bridge Con-

struction program. They will con-
tinue to investigate what led up to the failure, but in the meantime our thoughts and prayers are with those affected by the disaster.

The first and most criticized proposal involves working along-

side states to administer “rigorous” firearms training to “specially qualified” school person-

nel on a voluntary basis. This training will be a combination of efforts from the Department of Justice and local law enforcement agencies. This proposal quickly accumulated large amounts of criticism among pro-gun control advocates and it suggests that the solution to school shootings is to arm school personnel. During his presidential cam-
paign, Trump administration proposed further strengthening of the background checks gun buyers are required to submit. This includes supporting the “Fix NICS” Bill which would improve the amount of information that is entered into the background check system. Trump has time and time again made it clear that he believes school and public shootings alike are, at their roots, mental health issues. This third proposal reaffirms this and proposes to ex-

and overhaul mental health programs.

The Trump administration has also proposed to create a commis-
sion on school violence led by Edu-
cation Secretary Betsy DeVos. This commision will investigate further into gun control and make recommendations according to what they find. Accord-
ing to cnn.com, some areas that will be focused on include age re-

strictions for certain firearms, school chases, youth consumption of vio-

lent entertainment, school and campus procedures for assessing security threats, opportunities to improve access to mental health treatment, and mental illness awareness.

During his presidential campaign, Trump has been an avid supporter of Second Amendment rights and vowed to repeal any legislature passed by the Obama administration deemed in viola-
tion to these rights. After two of the deadliest shootings U.S. histo-
ry, we get to see if Trump will hold true to his promises in this area of politics. So far, these pro-

posals have reaffirmed his claims during this campaign. This proposal, however, will bring more emphasis on mental illness and avoiding any legislature on gun control.
Ben French

Guest Writer

Thanos has been appearing in the Marvel Cinematography Universe since 2012. Throughout the movie series, many characters have been shown to be affected by him in various ways. We do not know the full extent of his resources or abilities, but one would think that he could get whatever he wanted accomplished in the 2016 movie that he has been released from since his first appearance.

Some heroes pose a direct threat to Thanos. That would be nice to hold off thanos on his own, even if it is for time. Perhaps more importantly, we have a “kick.” The film only gets stronger as he gets angrier; in the movies he is in, he only took one actual injury. Shortly after that injury, he jumped up and quickly went to fight Star-Lord, implying that a single injury has not taken him out even particularly seriously. We also see, in the trailer released earlier this week, Captain America to struggle to hold back an attack from Thanos; if Captain America is struggling, hold up back. Thanos would certainly be able to as well, which also ex- tends the film. To as least three of our favorite heroes does, Thanos directly, then he has to be very careful manipulate, and control. They may not work on thanos ‘s head, but they could certainly work on many of his underlings.

The Guardians as a group are quite formidable to Thanos. They took an Infinity Stone from him, which was powerful enough to wield it on his own. Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 1, it helps in a group, and used it to destroy him. They also man- aged to blow up Ego, the Celestial planet that hap- pened to be Peter’s father. Sure, Ego did not have an Infinity Stone, but we did get god-like powers out of the deal, which is the need to get the vengeurs for the murders of his family, and Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 were even more potent than he was at the end. Star-Lord is partial collateral, and he was able to协定ischienke by himself to be a mortal, which means he has at least some powers independent from Ego.

The remaining plethora of heroes (The remaining Avengers, Hulk/Loki, and possibly Cap- tain-Steve) probably will not contribute directly to fighting Thanos. However, their combined strength, fighting skills, resources, and intelligence will likely force them to fight his armies. As soon as the trailer, the Wandavision is also joining in to lend numbers to the heroes.

The locations of the stones are important as well. At the end of Thor Ragnarok and in the trailer for Avengers: Infinity War, we are lead to believe that Loki stole the Tesseract from the vault on As-gard. Loki is somewhat of a wildcard, but it was recently confirmed by producer Kevin Feige that Loki will be an ally to Thanos. That gives him one stone out of six. We have already discussed the lo- cations of the Time Stone and the Mind Stone. The Power Stone is being held by the Nova Corps, under Dr. Strange’s control, and is also known as the “Time Stone” (also known as the Author) was taken by Ayesha and given to the Col- lector. The two major threats for the location of the sixth, the Soul Stone, are Wakanda or Aegir. Either way, all six stones are spread out and protected by many different factions.

Basically, Thanos should run and hide. Yes, he will make a new Earth. We knew from the trailer he acquires at least two Infinity Stones. He will cause a lot of damage to the heroes and the planet. It will not be a one-sided fight. However, Thanos will he probably succeed in every other powerful beh- ing, government, and hero in the universe. He is driven by a desire to “Balance the universe,” the door might and willpower of everyone standing in his way will tear him to shreds. Thanos is aligned with heroes who have individually, and collectively, powers which are incomparable. Bringing it to all of these heroes, and uniting them against a common threat, is the worst possible destruction Thanos could have made.

Let us take a look at what Thanos is up against in the spring of 2018. We have two of the smartest and richest people on the planet, Tony Stark and T’Challa. Stark was the one responsible for the destruction of most of thanos’ army in The Avengers. T’Challa controls the world’s supply of Vibranium, and is worth an unbelievable $90.7 Tril- lion, and is king of a very well-armed nation. This amount of money doubtless even the riches of Tony Stark, who is worth roughly $12.4 billion. These considerable resources, both monetary and practi- cal, lend a great deal to their ability to fight Thanos and his minions, and protect civilian populations.

Lauren Wiseman

Staff Writer

Poor Charlie Bartlett. He just got kicked out of another preparatory academy. However, he de- cides all is not lost to his public school. Charlie’s first few days aren’t so hot, though: thanos gets beat up, called names, and stuffed into a toilet. He doesn’t have a lot going for him, but what he does have are prescriptions of drugs and a reso- nate knowledge of how to dispense them. Instead popularity. Well, almost.

Jen Pol’s 2007 film Charlie Bartlett was released to a lukewarm reception, but in an underated film. It evokes John Hughes classics without copying them. It is simultaneously parody, tribute, and a continua- tion of the long legacy of teen movie. The concept is great, and manly well. I found the satire to be equally written, and thought-provoking.

It hits hard, too. Like, this is an issue I remember seeing ads for growing up, of kids raiding their par- ents or grandparents’ medicine cabinets. And you know what? Turned up at the ending. I don’t think it’s too much to ask for a happy almost uplifting ending. To see you can turn your life around, to see you can make a positive difference in spite of your past—I think that’s a great message to send.

The late Anton Yelchin is charismatic, energetic, magnetic, absolutely perfect as Charlie. Some of the later scenes, scenes that focus delivering the Big Speech, would fall flat in the hands of a lesser actor. It is definitely one worth checking out. The pacing could be hit and miss, and the cinematography was run of the mill, but I definitely enjoyed it, and see myself watching it again sometime.

Aether) was taken by Asgard and given to the Col- lector. The Reality Stone (also known as the Power Stone is being held by the Nova Corps, under

t, like, it’s a spectacular movie—maybe it wouldn’t reach the same level of acclaim as The Breakfast Club or Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, but it is definitely one worth checking out. The pairing would certainly work on thanos ‘s head, but they could certainly work on many of his underlings.

High quality Thanos, YAS!
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The remaining plethora of heroes (The re- maining Avengers, Hulk/Loki, and possibly Cap- tain-Steve) probably will not contribute directly to fighting Thanos. However, their combined strength, fighting skills, resources, and intelligence will likely force them to fight his armies. As soon as the trailer, the Wandavision is also joining in to lend numbers to the heroes.

The locations of the stones are important as well. At the end of Thor Ragnarok and in the trailer for Avengers: Infinity War, we are lead to believe that Loki stole the Tesseract from the vault on As-gard. Loki is somewhat of a wildcard, but it was recently confirmed by producer Kevin Feige that Loki will be an ally to Thanos. That gives him one stone out of six. We have already discussed the lo- cations of the Time Stone and the Mind Stone. The Power Stone is being held by the Nova Corps, under

It hits hard, too. Like, this is an issue I remember seeing ads for growing up, of kids raiding their par- ents or grandparents’ medicine cabinets. And you know what? Turned up at the ending. I don’t think it’s too much to ask for a happy almost uplifting ending. To see you can turn your life around, to see you can make a positive difference in spite of your past—I think that’s a great message to send.

The late Anton Yelchin is charismatic, energetic, magnetic, absolutely perfect as Charlie. Some of the later scenes, scenes that focus delivering the Big Speech, would fall flat in the hands of a lesser actor. It is definitely one worth checking out. The pacing could be hit and miss, and the cinematography was run of the mill, but I definitely enjoyed it, and see myself watching it again sometime.

Aether) was taken by Asgard and given to the Col- lector. The Reality Stone (also known as the Power Stone is being held by the Nova Corps, under
Hypland Worldwide

The semi-affordable brand you did not know you wanted to exist

Seun Ladipo

Lifestyle Editor

Hypland Worldwide is a fashion company based out of Los Angeles, California. This company bases their fashion around edgy clothing such as rain jackets, American, and other outerwear.

A key part of their brand is their integration of internationalism in their designs, as most if not all of their clothes are based around one or multiple countries. Through this, they often bear flags representing their respective nations and have colors based upon the primary colors of these flag designs.

The merchandise available on the website is rather affordable for designs of such quality. A hoodie or jacket from them will run you about $50 although they do have sales from time to time. When this merchandise is released, it is usually the last time these items are stocked although for very popular items, there have been restocks in the past.

They also operate through the seasonal design approach and many of their clothes are advertised through social media and released on their website. When they do have sales from time to time, they are extremely simple really making his music nice to listen to at any point of the day.

His music mixes many different simple beats straying from complex musical solos or drum tracks. Instead he really plays to his strength and lets his melodic voice shine and be at the forefront of every song. His lyrics defiantly do have a purpose although music like his music also new age tricks and other audio special effects to alter voice to keep the simple aspect of his music while subtly adding to his musical art.

His mellow voice paired with his mellow beats really make a mellow experience really making his music nice to listen to at any point of the day. His mellow voice paired with his mellow beats really make a mellow experience really making his music nice to listen to at any point of the day.

Doesn't taste like meat... because it isn't meat

Seun Ladipo

Lifestyle Editor

BBQ Not Meat Sandwiches

Ingredients

- 1 tablespoon olive oil
- 1 shallot, minced
- 1 cup ketchup
- 1 tablespoon honey
- 1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
- 1/2 teaspoon sweet paprika
- 1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
- 1 teaspoon chili powder
- One 10.6-ounce package plain jackfruit
- 4 hamburger buns

Preparation

1. In a large skillet, heat the oil over medium-high heat. Add the shallot and sauté for 3 minutes, until softened.
2. Reduce heat to low and add the ketchup, honey, vinegar, paprika, Worcestershire sauce and chili powder. Stir for 3 minutes until well combined. Add the jackfruit and heat through for 5 minutes.
3. Transfer a quarter of the jackfruit to each of the buns. Serve while hot.

A Look into: Rex Orange County

Is Loving really easy?

Seun Ladipo

Lifestyle Editor

Rex Orange County, Born Alex O’Connor is a Singer and songwriter from Grayshott in the United Kingdom. He is a 19 year old artist that began making music around two years ago with his debut album bens u will never be free released in 2015, since then he has released many singles such as the critically acclaimed “Loving is Easy”, “Sunflower”, and “Best Friend” along with his latest studio album Apricot Princess.

In January 2018 Rex came second in the BBC Sound of 2018, losing out to Norwegian singer Sigrid.

Since Rex Orange County began producing music he has had collaborations with Grammy nominated artist Tyler, The Creator on songs such as Boredom and forward on Tyler’s newest and most successful album “Flower Boy”. His music mixes many different simple beats straying from complex musical solos or drum tracks. Instead he really plays to his strength and lets his melodic voice shine and be at the forefront of every song. He often uses goofy lyrics mixed in with those of a love song to create a goofy and of course sweet sound. I would take Frank Ocean cross him with Michael Cera, add a little spice, and some 2% milk in the mix and boom, Alex O’Connor is born.

Anyone interested in BROCKHAMPTON, Daniel Caesar, Jaden Smith or even those Lo-Fi hip hop 24/7 radio stations on YouTube should definitely check out some of the mellow beats of this man. Anyone looking to find some super mellow beats to jam to during what is going to be a great spring quarter should definitely look into this artist, or not its all good.
Pareto Problems

Opinions

Farewell Rex Tillerson

The Secretary of State’s Tenure has been Disastrous

Marc Schmitt

Staff Writer

After months of guessing at Sec-
retary of State Rex Tillerson’s fate,
we finally have our answer, and it
came from a source who would ex-
ploit the news: A Trump Tweet. On
Tuesday, March 13, President
Trump Tweeted that Tillerson
was being replaced by current CIA Di-
rector Mike Pompeo. The move cap-
tured a tumultuous ten-month tenure for Tillerson at the State Department.

Continued chaos in the Trump
administration continued, as it was
the right thing to do for the country.

Tillerson entered the political scene as an unlikely candidate for the top diplomat's post. His long career in the oil industry, often viewed through the lens of the corporate CEO. Throughout his tenure, questions surround the world's largest companies, he con-
ducted many deals with heads of numerous foreign states, managing to operate in countries with corrupt regimes and often leaders. He never strayed from his disinterested view of himself as a self-made businessman. His leadership style as CEO was that of complete control, relying on a small circle of executives to carry out his vision.

At the State Department, Till-
erson attempted to recreate his fami-
lar corporate setting with disastrous consequences.

There is increasing desire for more equal wealth distribution, but we have seen little transformation of the system. The question is: for what is inequality in the free first place? Just as an assumption that it is because of capitalism and a set of rules inherently rigged to move wealth upwards. As alluded to, there is something the world is not a level playing field that is not Set outside, but rather in line with, meritocracy. The para-
type ID: 89/680, rule: 100, name: Lehigh. It is a general principle that the majority of outcome comes from a variety of motivations and it’s a power law, so even though wealth of value is added by 20% of the workforce, 60% of val-
ue is added by 4%, and nearly half of all wealth goes to the top 3% of the workforce.

The exact nature of how this distribution principle might apply to productive human behavior is, of course, debatable. But, we have observed human behaviors and personality traits to be normally distributed - which is the mathema-
tical basis for the Pareto prin-
ciple.

What a normal distribution of
human traits means, in more plain
English, is there is a lot of people who are "above average" and increas-
ingly fewer who excel (with an even number doing just as little). In a meritocratic system, wealth distribution (or distribution of wealth) varied accordingly, ex-
actly the powelaw distribution we see where the bulk of wealth transfers to the top. In a meritocratic society, income inequality is not a symptom of larger problems and of itself. If the distribution was far skewed (either too equal or much more unequal), then perhaps that is a sign of problems. The issue is we simply connect inequality of outcome with injustice in treat-
ment, skipping over steps of analy-
sis that would provoke more inter-
esting questions.

The 99th percentile is certainly well off materially, but what about the 1st percentile? And, what about their social well-being? What are the social consequences of non
productivity? Can we label them? Much of human nature and society is oriented around productivity, our quality of life and that of others. What does that mean for all of the policies that are put forward or that are currently on the books. The policies that are put forward or that are currently on the books have its severely limited benefits to the very few, in fact, it's often just a redistribution of wealth within the already rich. It's a shifting of the burden, not a real solution to the problem. The policies that are put forward or that are currently on the books have its severely limited benefits to the very few, in fact, it's often just a redistribution of wealth within the already rich. It's a shifting of the burden, not a real solution to the problem.
March Madness

Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor

Highlight Of The Week
UMBC, in a huge upset able to beat Virginia. This is the first time in history that a 16th seed team beat the first seed. So here’s to all of the brackets that are now completely thrown off!

“...I think there are about 12 million baseball fields in the world. But that’s just a ballpark number”

Rookie Of The Year
Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor
According to the national organization, D3Hoops, freshman Craig McGee has been named Great Lakes Region Rookie of the Year. McGee helped the RHIT basketball team this past season.

Standout Performers
Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor
Ryan Stachowski, a three run double along with five RBIs carried the team to the next game for the team to pull out a win.

RHI Sports Box Scores
Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor
The Engineers were about to score a new high for the season of 20 runs this past game against Wisconsin-Platteville. They scored 20 runs in just 2 Hit. They rested on their high scoring eighth and fourth innings to secure the win.

Standout Performers
Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor
Gabbi Markison & Maddie Stuble: Leaders in offense not just in this game but overall this season.

Intramural Standings
Labra A

Softball

Residence B

Legends of Speed

Rookie Of The Year

Softball

Residence B

Legends of Speed
Dear Lady:

I've just found the perfect man. He's in my field of study, he lives in a great location, and he has an awesome job. This is the thought of his professional attitude has me swooning all over the place. I tried to reach out to him but he said that I'm not what he's looking for right now! I'm devastated. I don't want to go another summer without somebody interested in what I have to offer. I really need the experience. What can I do?  

-Single for Another Summer

Dear Single:
It's always disheartening when the ideal partner turns you down! However, there are a lot of things you can do in order to make yourself more attractive to potential suitors. In fact, if you follow these steps, you could potentially have people reach out to you! The first step is, of course, making a dating profile. Just make it stand out! As long as your relationship posting is oral or practical, make sure that you even ask for demonstration of your skills. Whether this demonstration is oral or practical, make sure that you outshine his other dates. People like to know that you really care.

While it might hurt a little to have to speak to them again, try networking goes a long way to getting you into the relationship posting. Networking goes a long way to getting you into the relationships that you want. Mutual LinkedIn connections of yours might see a match and help you set up an informal date or maybe even get you their personal email!

I hope this helps. I just have one request for you: Add me on LinkedIn.

Student: "Nop, nop. Who's there?"
Estrada: "I was gonna say that, but last hour I did and there was a global facepalm."

Did you prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? Did you hear something amusing on your jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We want to hear about it! Send your quotes with who said it to: thorn.flipside@rose-hulman.edu or fill out this nifty google form: https://goo.gl/forms/bB339sx6GHohggYt1

---

National 7 Day Forecast

Top 10 Ways You Should Be Able to Spend DB

1. Souvenir stop sign signed by Safety Jim - we’ve got plenty to spare.
2. Your tab at Sonka’s.
3. Speakeasy under Scum Pond.
4. $15 cakes from Beannies.
5. A not bad parking spot.
6. SpongeBob Memes from /r/memeconomy
7. Fiverr people to sit in class for attendance.
8. Vodka @ C-Store.
10. Netflix Subscription.

11. Cryptocurrency investments.
12. Down payment for seat in Hybrid Physics Course.
14. Bribing the registrar in order to pass your classes.

Flipside

WACKY ESTRADA QUOTES

"It’s not written in stone or blood—whichever your favorite permanence method is."

“You can now go home and tell your parents, ‘Today, I learned how to copy-paste!’"

“In high school I used to to draw little comics in my notes... In college I quit taking notes altogether."

“The world is still make sense.”

"Where does the nop go?"
"Yeah. Right where I was about to write it.

ASK THE NAKED LADY A RIDING A FISH

How To Get Your Perfect Man.

Somehow, people only submitted quotes from Dr. Estrada this week. (Please don’t fail me.) If any of you’all have quotes you’ve just ketchin to get publicly displayed, please send them in! Please send an email with questions, concerns, or context to the Thorn Flipside Editor <thorn.flipside@rose-hulman.edu> or fill out this nifty google form: https://goo.gl/forms/bB339sx6GHohggYt1

Student: "Nop, nop. Who’s there?"
Estrada: "I was gonna say that, but last hour I did and there was a global facepalm."

"Did you prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? Did you hear something amusing on your jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We want to hear about it! Send your quotes with who said it to: thorn.flipside@rose-hulman.edu or fill out this nifty google form: https://goo.gl/forms/bB339sx6GHohggYt1

LinkedIn is the social media of the future.

RECRUITER ADDED ME ON LINKEDIN

SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENED TO ME, IF YOU’RE READING THIS. I’M NOT OKAY.

SO I GUESS THINGS ARE GETTING PRETTY SERIOUS